
   

 

 

 

Influential and Persuasive Intelligence™ is designed to seamlessly integrate 

with your current leadership development program, providing approaches that 

enhance your leaders’ abilities to cultivate advocates, allies, clients, and 

customers through a three-stage Pre-Engagement, Direct Engagement, and 

Post-Engagement strategy. 

The Influential and Persuasive Intelligence Program gives your new and 

existing high-potential leaders the tools and people-centered tactical 

approaches necessary to convert all kinds of decision makers up and down the 

chain of command inside of and external to your organization.  

“But we already have a leadership development program…” 

Of course you do. The Presence-Driven Leadership Program isn’t an off-the-shelf, 

run-of-the-mill leadership-flavor-of-the-month program: It enhances what you 

already do well. It combines likeability factors, impression management language, 

the power of social proof, branded value, a value proposition that makes decision 

makers ask, “How do you do that?” and the Four Pillars themselves: Engage, 

Position, Influence, and Convert. Here’s where the Presence-Driven Leadership 

Program supplements and complements what you’re already doing with your 

leadership development:

 

How is working with Donn LeVie Jr. different? 

Donn takes a personalized, hands-on approach for developing the leaders in your 

organization through a combination of keynote speaking, interactive seminars, 

online training, and personalized mentoring. The Presence-Driven Leadership 

approach touches all upward-bound professionals who gravitate to all levels of 

profound leadership effectiveness: from first-line leaders up to those with C-Suite 

aspirations to equip them to minimize or eliminate employee disengagement and 

lost productivity that result in revenue leaks.    

The Influential and Persuasive Intelligence Program incorporates specific beliefs, 

behaviors, and actions that, when integrated into the fabric of an organization, 

results in paradigm shifts that allow for more engaged, productive connections with 

members, employees, vendors, clients, customers, and decision makers in 

furthering your organization’s mission and objectives.   
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“Donn LeVie provides the best, 

most comprehensive guidance I 

have ever seen regarding 

professional development and the 

skills and techniques individuals 

need to advance in their current 

positions. Additionally, Donn is a 

top-notch speaker/presenter who 

captures an audience with his 

witty dialogue and strategic 

experience. He is the meeting 

professional’s best friend!” 

―Leslie Simpson, 

Director of Events, ACFE 

“Donn LeVie's insight and 

experience with management and 

leadership opens up new avenues 

for charting a successful business 

or career. His 30 years of 

experience in management and 

strategic leadership positions him 

to be an invaluable resource for 

meeting planners, conference 

coordinators, and professional 

development managers in need of 

an informative and entertaining 

keynote speaker or seminar 

leader.” 

―Bruce A. Dean, 

Investigative Mgmt Consultant, 

Former Federal Prosecutor   

www.donnleviejrstrategies.com      (512) 797-3035      donn@donnleviejrstrategies.com 

All program content is designed to address the most important leadership challenges 

and priorities your organization needs for practical breakthroughs. Intelligent 

leadership is having presence of mind and being mindful of presence. 
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